INTRODUCTION
THE topology of isolated singularities of algebraic plane curves can be studied by means of various invariants. These invariants can be defined more generally for isolated hypersurface singularities. One of these invariants is the set of Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams of an isolated hypersurface singularity. 1 The following Fig. 1 gives an impression of how such diagrams look like. Assume that such a singularity is given by a germ of a function, say: f :(@n+l, 0) +(G 0).
For n 2 3 the topology of the Milnor fibration belonging to f is determined by any Coxeter-Dynkin diagram of the singularity. In fact, already the Seifert form off(which can be computed from a Coxeter-Dynkin diagram, see e.g. [ 163) determines its topological type (see [9] ). In contrast, in the case of curve singularities the Seifert form does not determine the topological type, which was recently shown by Frangoise Michel and Philippe du Bois [7, 83 (see On the other hand, for isolated singularities of irreducible plane algebraic curves the Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams do determine the topological type of the singularity [6, 19, 16, 20, 211 . It is a very natural question whether the Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams determine the topological type for all singularities. As far as we know this is still an open question for surface singularities. This problem seems to be very difficult.
Whether an analogous statement holds for reducible curve singularities and isolated surface singularities is also still an open question, as far as we know.
In dealing with Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams there arise two difficulties. The first is that there is no general method for computing these diagrams and the second is the ambiguity inherent in the definition of these diagrams -the set of all Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams for TSupported by the EEC within the framework: Human Capital and Mobility. $In fact such an invariant can be defined in a still more general situation than in the case of hypersurface singularities, namely for complete intersections (see [lo, 111). such a singularity is an orbit of a certain braid group acting on the set of Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams with a fixed number of vertices. Except in very few cases this orbit is infinite 14, 161.
But in the case of curve singularities the infinite set of Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams associated with a given singularity contains a certain finite subset of distinguished Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams of a special type. These diagrams were obtained by a beautiful construction of A 'Campo [l] and Husein-Zade [15] to compute Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams of a special type. In this article we shall call Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams of this special type A'Campo-Husein-Zade diagrams or short AT-diagrams (see Definition 1.5). The diagrams shown above are AI-diagrams. They were computed by an algorithm of Thomas SchulzeRiibbecke [21] .
The geometric construction of these diagrams enables us to see that these diagrams encode information on the topological type of these singularities which we do not see in general Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams. For example it is possible to deduce a precise description of the Seifert form restricted on the radical of the intersection form on the Milnor fibre from these diagrams (see [17] With respect to such a distinguished basis A1 ,. . ., A,, the intersection form 9' on H, (F ) is described by a graph with weighted edges as follows.
The set of vertices is {l,..., CL}. Two vertices i < j are joined by an edge with weight Y(Ai, Aj) if Y(Ai, Aj) # 0. In the graphic representation edges with negative weight are indicated by dotted lines and edges for which no weight is indicated have weight + 1.
The diagrams thus defined are usually called Dynkin diagrams. For historical reasons we call them Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams.
The method of A 'Camp0 and Husein-Zade
Throughout this article we shall consider singularities of plane curves given by a polynomial f~ C [x, y] satisfying the following conditions:
(i) The hypersurface {(x, y)~ @* If(x, y) = 0} h as an isolated singularity in 0 E @ *.
(ii) The decomposition of finto analytic, irreducible factors is given by polynomials fi ,. . .,f, E R [x, y] c @ [x, y], i.e. f = fi ...f,. Therefore, the singularity defined by f only consists of real branches.
A polynomialf which satisfies these two conditions is called an admissible polynomial. The justification for the restriction to curve singularities of this kind is contained in the following theorem. In order to be able to state the main results of A'Campo and Husein-Zade, we need some technical definitions. ( We are going to define AI-diagrams now. We shall do thi first for general partitions and then specialise to isolated plane curve singularities. To this end we state: For the proof of this proposition, which is straightforward, we refer to [17] . This allows us to define:
is a graph together with a colouring of vertices defined as follows: The set of vertices V of the diagram consists of interior regions and the double-points of the partition a. The colouring is a map sign : V + { 0, l , 0). Restricted to the interior regions it coincides with the 2-colouring of the partition, and for all doublepoints o we have sign(r) = 0. Two such vertices P and Q will be connected by an edge, if:
(i) sign(P) = 0 and sign(Q) = 0 and the regions P and Q have a common boundary segment. (ii) sign(P) = 0 and sign(Q) = l and the doublepoint Q lies at the boundary of the region P. (iii) sign(P) = l and sign(Q) = @ and the doublepoint P lies at the boundary of the region Q.
Remark: The diagram we have constructed is an abstract graph with a colouring of its vertices. This graph can be embedded in the disk D, in an obvious manner: choose for every interior region a point in the interior of this region. This gives an embedding of the vertices of the AT-diagram. (Double points are mapped onto themselves.) We can choose arcs between vertices in the disc which are joined by an edge such that these arcs are Jordon arcs and do not intersect each other except at the endpoints. Moreover, an arc from the chosen point in the interior of a region to some double point should lie in this region.
In this way we have constructed an embedding of the AT-diagram into the partitioned disc which is compatible with the partition. The choices we have made are irrelevant with respect to selfhomeomorphisms of the disc which preserve the partition. For a more detailed discussion of embedded AI-diagrams see [17, Ch. 11 . From the AT-diagram we construct a Dynkin-type diagram as follows. Let po, p., p@ be the number of vertices with sign = 0, l , 0, respectively. Replace the vertices P with sign(P) = 0 by the numbers l,..., p. in any order, replace the vertices P with sign(P) = l by the numbers po + 1,. . . , pLg + p. in any order and replace the vertices P with sign(P) = Obythenumbersp,+p.+l,..., po+p.+p o = p in any order. More suggestively we can say: replace all vertices by the numbers l,..., p according to the rule 0 < l < 0. Finally, replace all edges by dotted edges.
The main result obtained by A'Campo and Husein-Zade is the following theorem. Such a singularity is obtained from a curve singularity by stabilisation (see [16] ). Besides that he chooses in contrast to A'Campo the regular value in the upper half plane of C.) (See Fig. 3 ).
The following proposition relates the structure of the partition obtained in Theorem 1.3 to the decomposition of the singularity into its branches. (ii) The intersection multiplicity v(fi, fj) of fi and fj is given by the dimension dime @ (x, y}/(J, fj). We denote by A,, the set {t E C I It 1 c S} and name Then we consider the morphism of complex spaces cp :X + A,,. It follows from Theorem 1.3 that cp is finite and that X is a complete intersection. This implies (q*Ox), = &_-I(,)CO~,~ for t E A,, (cf. [12,1.10, Lemma 31). It means moreover that cp is a flat map, which allows us to conclude that the map t Hdimc (cp* Ox)r/mA,,r(q* Ox), is a locally constant function on A,, (cf. [12, Corollaries 3.16 and 3.131). We can complete the proof by noting Since in PE cp-'(to) the curves x(x, y; to) and x(x, y; to) intersect every such point p is a critical point ofr0 and therefore real. This shows v(fi,fj) = # (Ci n Cj). 0
The topological information
We call two reduced hypersurface singularities f:(@", 0) + (C, 0) and g:(C", 0) + (C, 0), 
In the case of curve singularities, e.g. the Puiseux pairs of all the branches together with the intersection multiplicities of the branches with each other are invariants which completely determine the topological type. The topological type of one branch is already determined by its Puiseux pairs (see [S, p. 535 ff. Theorem 211).
Therefore, we can divide the problem of determining the topological type of such a curve singularity into two parts: Werner Burau has shown in 1932 [6] that the Alexander polynomial of the iterated torus knot of an irreducible curve singularity determines this knot. Therefore, it determines also the topology of the singularity (see [20] ). Since this polynomial is also the characteristic polynomial of the monodromy as Milnor showed [20] , which can be computed from the Coxeter-Dynkin diagram (see [16] ), in the case of an irreducible curve singularity the Dynkin diagram carries the whole topological information. (cf. [19] ).
Let us summarize: Finally, we state (see [13, 143) :
The Coxeter-Dynkin diagram of an isolated hypersurface singularity is connected.
THE Al--DIAGRAMS DETERMINE THE TOPOLOGICAL TYPE
The discussion in the last section has lead us to the following question: in order to determine the topological type, one has to extract from the AT-diagrams the intersection numbers between the respective branches together with their AI-diagrams. Therefore, the following question arises naturally: does the AT-diagram-considered as an abstract graph+ontain the complete topological information? This section will give a positive answer to this question.
Up to now we have considered an AT-diagram I-as a graph, i.e. as a one-dimensional simplicial complex. But the embedding of this graph into the partitioned disc suggests to transform it into a two-dimensional simplicial complex: fill a 2-simplex into all triangles. These triangles are made up of one double point and two regions. The complex constructed in this way will be denoted by f and is called an AT-complex. In general f is not homogeneous and can be embedded in the partitioned disc by an embedding extending a choosen embedding of r. This subspace of the disc is a deformation retract of the disc, as can be seen by first retracting the boundary regions onto the closure of the union of all interior regions and the branches, and then retracting this set onto the embedded ATcomplex.
As an embedded graph-not as an abstract graph!-r determines the partition up to homeomorphism. This can be seen as follows: the partition is determined by the closure of the union of all interior regions and the branches. This topological space is a cell-complex, whose O-cells are the double points, whose l-cells are the arcs of branches and whose 2-cells are the interior regions. The O-cells and the 2-cells and the incidence relation between them are determined by the abstract AT-diagram. But the l-cells and the incidence relation with respect to the other cells are not given by the abstract diagram, but only by an embedding of it into the disc. Since this embedding determines for each region a cyclic ordering of the double points incident with these regions according to an orientation of the disc. For a more detailed discussion of this connection between partitions and AT-diagrams, see [17] .
We now come to the question how the AT-diagram of a partition is related to the diagrams for the branches of that partition, or more generally to the diagram of some subset of these branches. First we fix some notations.
The star of a vertex u is the subcomplex generated by all simplices the vertex is contained in. The link of a vertex u is made up of all simplices of the star which do not contain 0.
What happens if we remove some subset A of the set B of branches of the AT-diagram I'? By this process all double points incident with some branch of A disappear. Furthermore, two regions separated by an arc of one branch of A form a new region. If one of these regions was a boundary region the resulting region is also a boundary region. Therefore the set of double points of the partition determined by the branches in B\A is a subset of the double points of the partition we started with. An equivalence between two branch structures (Ta)aC B and (TAI)AGC 8, is a bijection 4: B + B', such that l-4 is isomorphic to r +(A) as an abstract graph with colouring of vertices for every A G B.
LEMMA 2.2. The intersection numbers between the respective branches of a partition together with their AT-diagrams are determined by its branch structure.
Proof : We only have to prove that the intersection number of two branches, say a and b, can be computed from the branch structure. But according to the remark preceding the definition of branch structure this number equals the difference between the number of double points of lY(a,bJ on the one hand and the sum of the number of double points of TiO, and IlhJ on the other hand. 0
Simple examples show that in general the branch structure of a partition is not determined by the AT-diagram. In Fig. 4 you see an example.
But if we restrict ourselves to partitions and branch structures satisfying some natural additional assumptions, then the branch structure is completely determined by the AIdiagram. A partition is called reduced if each branch is incident with at least one double point.
An example of an AI-diagram with non-connected branch structure is shown in Fig. 5 . As a consequence of Theorems 1.10, 1.3 and 1.7 we obtain the following. Our main result is the following theorem. That the corollary is an immediate consequence of the theorem, is implied by Lemma 2.2 and by Proposition 2.4 which tells us that partitions obtained by the method of A'Campo and Husein-Zade are reduced and have a connected branch structure.
That AI-diagrams with equivalent branch structures are isomorphic as abstract graphs, is an immediate consequence of the definition of branch structures and equivalence of branch structures. The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the converse implication. This will be done by an inductive argument:
We shall split the AI-diagram into two suitable parts and apply the induction hypothesis to these parts. In order to elaborate this argument we have to do some preparations. A chain is a connected subgraph c of the AI-diagram I, such that each of its vertices is connected by an edge to at most two vertices of the whole diagram and each vertex of c corresponding to a region is connected to exactly two double points of c. Moreover, it should contain at least three vertices. Thus, a chain looks like a graph as depicted in Fig. 6 .
If we consider c as subcomplex of f it has the property that no one of this edges is contained in a 2-simplex. Hence c can not be a cycle, since otherwise f would be not simply connected (remember: it is a deformation retract of the disk, as was remarked at the beginning of this section). The double points connected with only one other vertex of c are called endpoints of the chain. Only these endpoints may be connected by an edge to some of the remaining vertices of the diagram. We say that two vertices vl, v2 are joined by a chain, if there is a chain in r, such that one endpoint is connected by an edge with vl, the other one by an edge with v2. Since f is simply connected, removing the chain from r yields two connected components rl, T2 with UiE Ti. Obviously, the chains of an AT-diagram are ordered by inclusion, hence it makes sense to speak of maximal chains.
The operation of deleting a chain c is defined as follows: remove c and identify those vertices which were connected by an edge to a vertex in c.
Let u be a vertex of region type and G one connected component of its link. If the link contains at least two components, the operation of inserting a chain between v and e is defined as follows: replace v by two copies v 1, u2. The vertex v1 is connected to all vertices of e, the vertex v2 is connected to the remaining vertices of the link of u. Then, join u1 and v2 by a chain.
These definitions are made only in terms of AT-diagrams. But if we let r be the AT-diagram of a partition a the notion of chain and the defined operations have a welldefined meaning for partitions themselves-up to homeomorphism: a chain gives rise to a decomposition of the partitioned disc into three discs as shown in Fig. 7 . All these three discs are partitioned by restricting a. The AT-diagrams of the leftmost and rightmost partition are obtained by deleting Vi from lYi, respectively, the AT-diagram of the middle one is the chain c we have chosen.
Deleting this chain corresponds to the following operation: remove the interior of the middle disc and glue the remaining two discs along the two arcs a, a' in the manner which is indicated by the arrows on these arcs.
A region v is bounded by a sequence of arcs. We have two kinds of arcs: one type of arc separates Y from another interior region and the other one separates u from a boundary region. If we remove all arcs of the second type, but not their endpoints, then the remaining part of the boundary of v consists of several components, which may consist of a single double point. These components are cyclically ordered, since they are parts of the boundary of v, and two consecutive components are joined by an arc of the second type. It is easy to observe that we have a canonical bijection between the vertices of the link of v in the AT-complex i= and the double points and arcs of the first type in the boundary of v. This bijection maps connected components onto connected components. If we look at the component of the boundary corresponding to e, this component is connected to the rest of the boundary with 'exactly two arcs of the second type, since there exists other components. These two arcs can be replaced by a chain, and this operation corresponds to inserting a chain between v and e.
A branch is involved by a chain, if for some region of the chain, one arc bounding this region is part of that branch. The number of branches involved by a chain is one or two. If we want to extract from the branch structure which branches are involved by a chain we must be able to understand each chain in a manner which is compatible with the equivalence of branch structures. The maximal chains of an AT-diagram belonging to the branch structure can be identified with some maximal chains of the given AT-diagram. The problem is that this identification is in general not unique. But for certain AT-diagrams we have uniqueness: The first condition seems to be non-natural-and indeed many of the AI-diagrams of curve singularities are not chain separating. The reasons why we consider such diagrams are as follows. First, for this special class the induction argument which will prove the theorem can be applied. Second, the general case can be reduced to this special case. This is a consequence of the following lemma. Proof: The first part is obvious. Since I is chain separating we can identify a maximal chain of I, for some subset of branches A in a canonical manner with a maximal chain of I. Hence we know which chains are to be deleted in I, to obtain the corresponding AI-diagram for a after having deleted the chains cl ,. . ., c,. This also holds for I'. Furthermore, the isomorphisms of AI-diagrams induced by the equivalence of branch structures are mapping the chains which are to be deleted onto each other, since all involved AI-diagrams are chain separating. Therefore, these isomorphisms yield isomorphisms which are establishing the equivalence of the branch structures after deleting the considered chains.
We now come to the proof of the theorem. We use Lemma 2.8 in order to reduce the general case to the case of chain separating AI-diagrams: giving two partitions with AI-diagrams which are isomorphic, we insert chains in the first diagram to get a chain separating diagram and make corresponding insertions via an isomorphism in the second AI-diagram. The resulting partitions again have isomorphic AI-diagrams. If their branch structures are equivalent, then the second part of the above lemma shows that also the given partitions have equivalent branch structures.
ON A CERTAIN TYPE OF COXETER-DYNKIN DIAGRAMS
The AT-complex f of a chain separating AT-diagram r is composed of parts of the following four types:
(i) maximal chains, (ii) vertices corresponding to regions, which are connected by only one edge to the endpoint of a chain, (iii) discs, i.e. maximal two-dimensional subcomplexes of f, (iv) vertices corresponding to regions, which are connected to the endpoints of at least three chains.
Since I-can be identified with the l-skeleton off the AT-diagram r itself is composed of subgraphs of one of the four types. Parts of r which are of one of the latter two types will be called principal parts. We prove the theorem by induction on the number of principal parts.
Beginning ofthe induction: Assume that r has at most one principal part. If it has none, it is a maximal chain or a maximal chain together with one region connected by an edge to the endpoint of a chain. In both cases the partition CI is determined by r. If the only principal pat of r is a disc, then c( is again determined by r, since there is up to homeomorphism only one possibility to embed r into a disc.
There remains the case of a region connected to at least three chains. Then all maximal chains will be connected to this region, since in this case r = f is a tree. Let cl ,. . ., c, be the maximal chains whose other endpoint is connected to a region (which is only connected to that chain) and c~+~,..., cs+, the remaining maximal chains.
Since CI is reduced, we pass twice over double points which are endpoints of chains c,+i (i = 1,. . ., r), if we go along a branch. On the other hand each such endpoint is passed twice by some branch. Hence r is the number of branches.
The case r = 1 is trivial. Assume now r > 1.
In the situation we are considering now, the diagram r, is a disjoint union of maximal chains if A is a proper subset of the set of branches. Since the branch structure is connected, this implies that for such a set of branches either rA = 8 or rA = {ci} for some chain ci. On the other hand, if A = B u C, then the graph rB u Tc is a subgraph of Ta. Furthermore, for each branch ai, there exists a branch Uj such that T(a,,a,) # 0, since each branch involved by some chain and each chain involves at most two branches. Hence only in the following cases, the branch structure is connected.
(i) s = 0, r = 3: There exist three branches al, u2, a3 such that Ti0i) = $4 and r,,,,, = ck for {i,j, k) = { 1,2, 3).
(ii) s = 1, r = 2: There exist two branches al, a2 such that rlO1l = cl and F(a1 = 8. (iii) s = 2, r = 2: There exist two branches al, a2 such that Fr,,) = ci for i = 1,2.
In all cases the branch structure is determined by the AT-diagram itself. Figure 8 shows typical partitions for the situation considered above. Induction step: Assume now that r has at least two principal parts. Choose a chain c connecting two vertices ul, u2 contained in principal parts. Hence c is a maximal chain and the two vertices are contained in different principal parts. The chain c is given by two arcs which are part of the corresponding branches, say a and b. (Note that the case a = b is not excluded.)
Removing c yields two components. Their respective union with c is denoted by r, and f,. The partition tl gives via restriction the partitions Zi with AT-diagram ri (i = 1,2). (In terms of Fig. 7 we restrict c1 to the union of the middle disc with the leftmost, respectively, rightmost disc inside the partitioned disc.) Due to the definition of Cli its set of branches Bi can be identified with a subset of the set of branches B of LX The AT-diagram I, for A c B can be obtained from the diagrams rAnBi of Cli in the following way.
If (a, b} is not a subset of A, it is obtained by disjoint union. Otherwise we have to remove the added vertices, if necessary, and to glue the two graphs together along c.
This description shows, that both a1 and a2 must have connected branch structures, since otherwise the branch structure of a would be non-connected. Due to the choice of c both I1 and I-, have a smaller number of principal parts than I. Furthermore both ai are reduced and both AT-diagrams ri are chain-separating. Hence we can apply the induction hypothesis.
Let ~1' be another partition with AT-diagram r', which is isomorphic to r via the isomorphism + : r + I". Let c' = $(c) and apply the above construction to r' and c'. Due to the induction hypothesis we obtain equivalences of branch 
Suppose first &(az) = a;. Then we are able to define a bijection I#J:B -P B' by the following rule:
Since 4i is an equivalence of branch structures for i = 1,2 and due to the construction of r, respectively, r' from lYi, respectively, r:, this bijection is an equivalence of branch structures.
Assume now that we are not able to choose al, a2 and a;, a; in such a way that &(u2) = a; together with (2) holds. In that case neither interchanging a, and bl nor interchanging u2 and b2 is an equivalence of the respective branch structures. Hence a and b as well as a' and b' have to be different branches and we must have (bz(u2) = b; # a;
= @(b,).
Furthermore, there exists-after possibly interchanging a, b and a', b' simultaneously-a subset Al E B1 \ {al, bl > such that I-,, u 1.2j # 8 holds in the branch structure of ~1~ and a subset A2 c &\{cQ, b,} such that r,, u ial) # 0 holds in the branch structure of ~1~. (Note that Ai may be empty.) Otherwise, there would exist some iE { 1,2) such that the equality r, = 0 would be true for A ${ui, bi}. This would imply that interchanging ai and bi had no effect on the branch structure of tli.
Summarising the arguments we can observe for the branch structures of a; respectively is a disjoint union of non-empty graphs and therefore non-connected-in contradiction to our hypothesis on a'. This completes the proof of the theorem. El
